EAST GATE FETHARD
Hard Materials

The materials palette is composed of simple materials - compacted limestone gravel, exposed aggregate concrete, Kilkenny limestone paving, existing on site
limestone and large Oak timbers.
All images are inspirational and used only to convey the design ethos, it is not intended to recreate these details.
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2.5M high bespoke entrance gates with
interpretive signage constructed around historic
wall buttress

Ornamental grasses giving year round texture and
structure
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Existing building facade and buttress to be
structurally assessed - all future works to wall to
Irish and International best practice
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Position of future
public art piece
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Finished heights - proposed
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Existing spot heights
Propopsed concrete block wall, rendered +
capped, dark grey painted finish 2.5M high
Existing stone wall to be repaired to 2.5M
high
Aesculus hippocastanum, 20-25cmg,
Wrb, 3xtr

Concrete raised
planter, 450mm
high with timber
block seating
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Planting in mass blocks with interspersed colorful
perennial plants

Aco brickslot drain to connect with existing
street drainage
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Structured linear planting including ornamental
grasses and clipped taxus baccata hedge

Recessed land drain with loose gravel
surface

Existing building facade
to be structurally
assessed and repointed
as required. Gal steel
wires to be afixed to
wall for climbing plants
to 3M
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+59.40

All images are inspirational and used only to convey the design ethos, it is not intended to recreate these details.

Low maintenance ornamental planting

Existing old stone boundary wall to
be repaired/repointed as required
and built up to 2.5M in height with
stone rubble and lime mortar to
match existing
+61.324

The planting is informed by the linear nature of the site with geometric bands of yew hedging cutting through a low maintenance planted ‘meadow’.
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Steel fence to height as specified powder
coated in ral colour
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Planting Pallate to include:
Ornamental Grasses - Stipa arundinacea, Eragrostis curvula, Stipa tenuissima, Libertia grandiflora, Luzula sylvatica, Luzula nivea, Carex Everest.
Shrubs - Taxus baccata, Pachysandra terminalis, Melianthus major, Acanthus mollis, Hylotelephium spectabile ‘Brilliant’, Buddleja ‘free petite snow white’.
Perennials - Nepeta × faassenii, Echinacea purpurea ‘Rubinstern’, Verbena bonariensis, Veronicastrum virginicum ‘Fascination’, Achillea ‘Walther Funcke.’
Maintenance - initial contractor to ensure all planting is maintained in weed free condition for 18 months from practical completion. This will reduce ongoing
maintenance. All herbaceous perennials to be cut to the base annually in February of each year - with arisings removed from site. Plants will be grouped in
companion blocks which require the same care and a full maintenance plan will be produced for tender.

Timber block seating 450mm
high on gal steel base
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Soft Materials: Planting

Architect. All dimensions must be checked
on site. The Landscape Architect must be

Limestone paving bands
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matter must be referred to the Landscape

discrepancies before work proceeds.

Section line

Timber benches set within concrete steps

Steel bollards to footpath to ensure no vehicular
access, bollards powder coated to match gates

dimensions are not given, drawings must not
be scaled and the matter must be referred to

informed, by the contractor, of any

Proposed rendered block wall
2.5M high with monopitch
capping and rendered with dark
grey painted finish
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Recessed land drain with loose limestone gravel surface

Ulighting to flood historic wall using ground 26w
LED recessed flood light with stainless steel trim

Natural grey self binding gravel
Kilkenny blue Limestone paving
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Set of 4 in situ poured concrete steps (150 rise x 300 going)
with timber block seat 450mm high x 600 wide

Bespoke entrance gates featuring graphics and
historic information, powder blue colour

all dimensions are in millimeters. Where
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Robust timber bench with natural finish, 450mm
high, length to vary

This drawing is the copyright of the
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includes conflicting details/dimensions the

Access ramp in natural grey compacted fines with
in-situ concrete retaining edge (max height 600mm)

Concrete steps with chunky step / seating meeting
self binding gravel surface

Grey blue limestone self binding
gravel
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Set of 2 insitu poured concrete steps
(150 rise x 300 going)

Limestone feature strips from onsite
stone or Kilkenny Limestone

Site Key
Site boundary
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Kilkenny blue limestone paving planks laid in linear
pattern

Existing 2M block on existing 1M
retaining wall to be rendered with
dark grey painted finish
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East Gate Fethard

1M high concrete retaining wall to be
rendered with painted finish
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+63.70

Natural grey self binding gravel with limestone
paving edge
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Betula sp, 16-18 cmg, Wrb, 3 xtr
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Relocated heritage plaque (existing)
Possible CCTV location
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East Gate - Proposal
-The site connects Burke Street with Barrack Street and forms an elongated wedge shape, terminating in its southern point with the footprint of two former dwellings, No’s 5 and 6 Burke Street.
-Medieval town walls were historically maintained free of any built structures on their exterior to prevent intrusion into the town. This proposal seeks to maintain this portion of the site free of vertical elements.
-Currently the two ruined dwellings on Burke Street retain their facade and prevent access into the site - However the strongest historical traces in the site are found in the dominating presence of the town walls, which mark the western boundary of
the site. This strong geometry is reflected in all proposed elements.
-The desire to maintain an echo of the differing layers of development informs this proposal. However the intention to increase visibility into the site necessitates for the removal of the two dwellings. A memory of these dwellings is proposed to be
indicated by paving the building footprint in high quality Kilkenny Limestone paving. It is envisioned that this portion of the site becomes enveloped within the streetscape of Burke Street and creates breathing space within the street. This proposed
node, will contain seating, lighting and signage.
-The north western extent of this space (formerly the rear wall of the dwellings) contains a historic stone buttress adjoining the town walls. This unusual feature informs the design of gates which may be closed at night-time due to security concerns.
While closed these gates, retain views into the site and of the town walls, accentuated with up-lighting.
-Within the site four new terraces are proposed. Each terrace contains seating which is focused on the town walls, while a mass of low maintenance perennial planting provides an eastern boundary to the site.
-A sloped path allows universal access through the site while steps are used to divide the terraces. These steps also form seating points within the space.
-Boundaries: New boundaries are proposed for the east of the site (a rendered block wall) and the north of the site where a new steel fence and entrance gates allow views and access into the site. A new steel feature gate is proposed at the
southern entrance at Burke Street.

Concept view of Barrack Street fenced boundary with gate closed, gates and
railings at this location shall be a minimum of 2.5 metres in height
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Fence posts painted
to match gates
Aesculus hippocastanum (Horse Chestnut) providing seasonal flowers and fruit

Betula tree varieties will be planted in groupings of 3, Betula ermanii,
Betula papyrifera and betula albosenia

Impression is illustrative only

Steel fence panels

Climbing
plants

Hinged gates with
information panel

Climbing
plants
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Front View

Section BB
Looking East

looking into site from Burke Street
Artists impression for illustrative purposes only
Section AA
Looking West

Existing Historic wall to be assessed for structural integrity
all future works to conform to Irish and International best practice
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Tree planting to north of site
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Tree planting to eastern boundary
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Climbers to existing wall affixed with steel wires

Section BB looking at Eastern Boundary

Existing wall to be assessed for structural integrity and made good as required

Fencing to top of site - similar construction as front gates
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Massed low maintenance planting

New rendered boundary wall 2.4 meters

Seating to front of planting

Gated access to Burke Street

Section AA as indicated

Existing wall pointed and made good
Climbers planted onto wall

Compacted fines as path accessible path surface - to west of site
Set of 4 in-situ concrete steps with Large blocks of timber seating

Burke Street

Large blocks of timber affixed to steel frame as seating

Kilkenny Limestone surface to streetscape recess

Sketches are artistic representations only.

Section AA looking at Western Boundary - Historic Town Wall
SCALE 1:100 @A1
New public space to Burke Street
Slope 1:40

Terrace 1 - Slope 1:27 with steps as indicated

Terrace 2 - Slope 1:27

Terrace 4 - Slope 1:21 with 2 steps as indicated

Terrace 3 - Slope 1:27

New gated access to East Gate Park

Access to Barrack Street
slope 1:21

Ramped access through Park slope 1:13

Burke Street

Spot heights
Dimensions
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EAST GATE FETHARD
Birdseye View

From Burke Street looking north
Artists impression for illustrative purposes only
New Horse Chestnut Tree planting
New planting of Betula species (Birch)
Sloped access through site 1:14 , with concrete retaining edge

New planting - as per landscape layout drawing
Plan composed of meadow perennials with bands of low yew hedging

Level ‘meeting point” between ramp and terrace to enable access
New terraces (1:27 slope)

Climbing plants affixed to new wall (not shown) with steel climbing wire

Timber benches to alternate with steps

In-situ cast concrete planter with timber bench

EAST GATE FETHARD

Section BB as indicated

Steel gates shown in closed position to illustrate visibility into site
N

Recessed new public space

Section BB
Looking East

Section AA
Existing band of paving to indicate location of town walls
Looking West
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Section BB looking at Eastern Boundary
SCALE 1:100 @A1
Gated access to Barrack Street via Arch

Massed low maintenance planting

New rendered boundary wall 2.4 meters

Seating to front of planting

Gated access to Burke Street

Existing wall pointed and made good
Climbers planted onto wall

Burke Street
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